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France blamed USA for not  to CO2

reduction! - 2005/5/18 (Chunichi paper)

At  2005 Aichi International Exposition, the theme
of the pavilion is "sustainable development" , the
French ambassador's residence exhibits movie
and appealed to reduce CO2 , where they blamed the

attitude of US against to the Kyoto protocol.

            EXPO 2005       in Nagoya



Question

Japan and France are
                 the courtiers
      whose technology
           for applying nuclear power to
               non-weapons use is in the

highest level in the World.

Why?



In order to see why,
 let us trace back the history

 of nuclear physics
and

related events.



History of Nuclear Physics(1)

Dec.    X ray

Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen

Feb Becqrel   Ulanium

1898 Curie   radioactive elements

03 Po  Ra

Nuclear energy would

  become very important

  in near future.



Maria

Sk odowska-

Curie

1903 Nobel prize
 gives spirit of

romantic adventure.
To many  women in

the world



History of Nuclear Physics(2)

Otto Hahn, with Lise Meitoner

 Jean  Frédéric Joliot-Curie Nuclear fission

letter from Einstein to Roosevelt

  Manhattan  project (1941)

Nuclear Energy



Nuclear Energy was found just

before the second world war.

This can become the future energy source!

This can be useful to medical appliance!

However !



History of nuclear physics(3)

1942 Aug. Manhattan project

Dec. Fermi  Nuclear reactor

1945 Committee of atomic bomb Operation

May Germany surrender

June  Frank report

July First  Nuclear test at Los Alamos

       Aug. 6 Hiroshima  9  Nagasaki

            15 End of war

Scientists were against to its use ….
Franck Report



Sad story of Physicists

• Jean Frédéric Joliot-Curie

• Niels Henrik David Bohr

• Enrico Fermi

• Oppenheimer

• Einstein

• Leó Szilárd

• Sir Joseph Rotblat

France

Copenhagen

to US after receiving Nobel Prize

To US



Manhattan Project

  total members
                   125000
  total cost  $2 1010

       (till Aug.1945)

 Fermi
Oppenheimer
Einstein
Szilárd
Rotblat

Under
 Leslie Richard Groves





Fran k Report



1939 the second war
1941. 12 US-Japan

       Pearl harbor

Independence from
Politics' and
companies



Facing the situation where atomic

bomb were ready to be completed,

7 scientists made their statement.

Franck report to 
Chair of Army, Stimson

1945.6.12



Nevertheless

Atomic bombs were used 

1945 July Los Alamos
       exp  Pu type
1945 Aug. 6  Hiroshima
     U  type
1945 Aug.9 Nagasaki
    Pu type

1945 Aug. 15

        end of the War 



   Bikini

  Atomic bomb
 hydrogen type

 1954.12.23

 Broad casting

Russell Einstein Appeal

 1955. 7.9    Press
Release

Pugwash

 Movement

Rotblat is the

only scientist

who quitted  the

project team.



His wife.

A chemist also but

Gave up after marriage.

She was against to his

behavior and finally she

killed herself.



Women scientists hates War.

1868-1934 Fritz Haber

 nitrogen fixation

  Haber-Bosch

Nobel prize

When she discovered her

husband’s involvement

in chemical

warfare – which she

regarded as “an

abomination of science

Clara committed suicide.



1878-1968
  Lize Meitner

Sometimes she would

write scientific articles

and just sign them "L.

Meitner". The

publisher thought she

was a man. When he

learned "L. Meitner"

was a woman, he quit

publishing her articles.

She refused to help with the

development of the weapon. She

wanted her  discoveries to be

used for peaceful purposes.



How about Europe

example Denmark



Niels Bohr:19 Nobel Prize

1921  Copán Hagen Bohr Institute

Niels Bohr Institute is a cooperative
Institute of scientists from world.

Bohr helped and supported  them ,
leading to safe countries.



Open minded science without

boundary

Europe has had such
experiences.

Without boundary of
Country, race, sex,

And created new area
of sciences.



The King protected
Jewish's in Denmark ,
because they are also
members of the country.



1921 Copenhagen

1943 Sweden

1945 back to Denmark

1950 Letter to the United Nations

Bohr

Why was he able to
stay in Europe?



Social Opinions can protest to
unreasonbale behaviour 

People wanted what they can do!

   Doctors wrote virtual report

  for them to help Jewish toescape to

  Northern countries using boats.

  Fishers provided their boats to them.

  Polices watched to protect the,.

During  3 days

7500 Jewish people
disappeared

 from Denmark.



Denmark is the country where the
government itself always protect

Jewish people from Hitler.



How about Japan



 1941

Resistance 

Science or war

Not?

For or Against War?



Einstein

A way to Peace



Pussell Einstein Appeal

954      Bikini  H type
1954. 12.  broad cast shock wave

Russell  Einstein Appeal

Russell wrote the draft and sent it to Einstein

    who were passing away.

Pugwash activity



 Originated from Pact of Paris 1928

Conscience and affliction

of scientists



How about France



I & J Curie
1935 Nobel prize

This is a kind of
nuclear reaction.
If it occurs  as a
chin  reaction, it
yields a
tremendous
amount of
Energy.
We should be
very careful to
treat these
nuclear energy.



They were asked to go to US.

1940 Deuteron (D2O) ,U 

       hided into Bank Prison building

                      England

He was asked to say where they are.

At last he hided himself to resist Hitler.

I have to stay in France

              before they invade us!



J Curie was the leader of policy of

nuclear energy control.

   After the war he became a president of nuclear
energy office (CEA) and reconstructed the system
of CNRS as a president.

                      CNRS  for basic sciences

  1950,3,19  Stockholm Appeal

Abolishment of nuclear weapons

Unfortunately Government

decided to push the project of

atomic bomb  in 1955,

resigned  him from the

president of CEA.

Still initial condition is
very important to the

future direction of
science.



History of nuclear physics(4)

age of “cold war”    Atomic bomb

Japan has been in a particular position

Suffering Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Bikini.

JSC (Japan Science Society)

  Appeal To keep 3 principles of nuclear
physics research

Three principles in atomic energy

       Independence
Democracy
Open Information



Because of resistance
to atomic bomb

Sad experience of
victim of radiation

Japan

Only those countries has given a

little bit better situation ..

France



Historical background
of  Women scientists

 since Marie Curie

This is quite a different

situation between France

and Japan.



Then how about

       Dr. Ttoshiko Yuasa?



1933-34 (23-24 years)

This is what I dreamed of.
Without any boundary of
sex, race, I have only to
think about science, vivid
science

Science is above all
,beyond authority,  and I
can enjoy science itself.

This, I have never
experienced in Japan.



 Japan



11.9%

 Japan



Quick SurveyQuick Survey

 women in physics  women in physics 

of JPS and JSAPof JPS and JSAP



Dr. Saruhashi

1958: Japan Women Science

          Association

1980 :Elected as

  a first member of JSC
  commiteeof enpowerment

  of women scientists

1981:  saruhashi prize

1920-2007



Figure 15
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Figure 11:  Values of J for Each Rank of A

1975

Lifecycle study

The reason
why women
scientists are

in low
positioons.

The data clearly
showed NO



Average number of children

Age         30          40          50          60

Academia side

Industry

side

Critical age

Male

female

Typical
example of

findings of 200
investigation

Findings
In university
the children
care leave

didn't work.

We need some supporting

system at university side

Children

care leave

works well



Joint  organization of womenJoint  organization of women

scientists connectingscientists connecting

academic societiesacademic societies

2002.10.72002.10.7

SymposiumSymposium

Appeal  fromAppeal  from

      JPS,JSAP and JCS      JPS,JSAP and JCS

2003.10.7  2003.10.7  StatisticsStatistics

2004.10.7 2004.10.7 ProposalsProposals

 more than 50 cocieties more than 50 cocieties

We required to the

government the fund to

support children care system

in Universities.

After  all  we succeeded in.



The IUPAP International Conference on Women in Physics was

held in Paris, France, from March 7 to March 9, 2002.

In addition to her research in condensed matter physics, she has made
important contributions to the physics community at large, in education and
promotion of international cooperation, particularly through her work as
Executive Officer of the American Physical Society, in her presidency of the
Amercian Association of Physics Teachers, and as Secretary of the United
States Liason Committee of the International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics.

Drastic change

Status of

Women in science

Communication in

      Academic societies

Judy FrantzJudy Frantz



The IUPAP International Conference on Women in PhysicsThe IUPAP International Conference on Women in Physics

was held in Paris, France, from March 7 to March 9, 2002.was held in Paris, France, from March 7 to March 9, 2002.

The primary purpose of the International Conference on Women inThe primary purpose of the International Conference on Women in

Physics was to understand the severe under-representation ofPhysics was to understand the severe under-representation of

women worldwide and to develop strategies to increase theirwomen worldwide and to develop strategies to increase their

participation in physics. The conference will serve as an initial focalparticipation in physics. The conference will serve as an initial focal

point for ongoing activities to implement these strategies. It is thepoint for ongoing activities to implement these strategies. It is the

first international conference to be held on this topic.first international conference to be held on this topic.

Dr. Judy FranzDr. Judy Franz
c/o American Physical Societyc/o American Physical Society
One Physics EllipseOne Physics Ellipse
College Park, MD 20740 USACollege Park, MD 20740 USA
Fax:Fax:           1 301 2090865 1 301 2090865
Phone:Phone:   1 301 2093269 1 301 2093269
beamon@aps.orgbeamon@aps.org

Drastic change

Status of

Women in science

Communication in

      Academic societies



This is remarkable.

But

 more remarkable fact 

 We realized that

if scientists cooperate each other for

changing society,

we can produce a great effect

 on the change of political situation.





Women live in multi-style



Women can recognize 

what man cannot



Brain difference  14%Brain difference  14%

smaller weight of brain sellssmaller weight of brain sells

Of women is on the averageOf women is on the average

Can women do
science?

Intelligence



Future prospectsFuture prospects
Women love

Both

Human beings

and  science

Such character may change the

atmosphere of academic societies

Multi style
Love their fimily



I recommend her to be our leader

Famous Korean Drama 

“Chan Gum”

Her medical care

attitude is

based on

mother’s love



Several real examples

Women in Physics



Woman living sense

– Right and left brains



1907-1964 Ecologist

Rachel Carson

 Silent Spring Silent Spring

The more clearly we can focus our
attention on the wonders and realities of
the universe about us, the less taste we
shall have for destruction.



                     1927: born

                     1947:Rutgers University

                     1978: graduate course(51 years old)
                                                                       1985: PhD

                                                                       1988-  -US

 She is Director of the Wildlife and Contaminants Program, and Senior Program
Scientist, at the World Wildlife Fund. Colborn was a grandmother with a
background in pharmacy when she returned to school and got her Ph.D. at the
age of fifty-eight. She is the co-author of Our Stolen Future (1996) and
organizer of a groundbreaking 1991 meeting at the Wingspread conference
center in Wisconsin that brought together scientists to discuss the evidence on
endocrine disruption.

Theo Colborn

EndocrineEndocrine
disruptorsdisruptors

    1991 Wingspread appeal    1991 Wingspread appeal

    1996      1996  Our Stolen Future]Our Stolen Future]



Lucy Deane

One of the first Women Inspector of
Factories in the UK

  Her findings (Deane, 1898

   Not only was it hazardous to those
who worked with it, but that it was
worse than other kinds of dust
because the particles are sharp.

  2 observations by women Inspectors
(1909/1910)



First warning on the Asbestos hazard

She was not a doctor and her

observation was neglected without any

criticism, because she is not considered

to be a professional doctor.



The European Environment Agency's
core task is to provide....



Dr. Alice Hamilton

 “Exploring the Dangerous Trades”

(1943)

The early stage of her career, she  visited many
lead companies and appealed lead’s dangerous

trades without any backup authority.
No one of the companies

did listen to her.



Another woman
Alice Hamilton

1869
  -

1970

  The founder of occupational
   medicine, first woman professor at

Harvard Medical School and the first
woman to receive the Lasker Award in
public health



Florence Nightingale
1820-1910

 



 Florence Nightingale 1820-1910

 nurses' training

school.

Professional identity

of Nurse

Nursing Reserch and Education

Arguments Using statistics

among medical doctors

 she is good at math and

statistics.



Japanese Women Scientists



Katsuko Saruhashi
1920.3.22- 2007.9.29

Radioactivity

           in sea

Earth envelopment

science

Women in science



Junko Nakanishi

3 characteristic Points

• Outside of main stream in

           academic society

• Her Science written by
understandable words

• Get the fact

      independent of any authority



last Question!



UCB Colloquium 74

What is the most important thing 

in your life



1943 12 6 1947



In Japan 1945/7 1949/2

1948

3 



Yuasa to Yukawa

A letter from Yuasa  to
Yukawa, expressing her

thanks to his
arrangement  for her  PhD

thesis.

The letter ended by the
words, “Kasiko”.

Very old women’s fashion,
 expressing “Sincerely”.





 1909.12.11 Born is Tokyo
 1940 to France F J. Curie

1943 PhD
 1946 Japan (till 1949)
 1949.2 return to France  CNRS

 1962 PhD from Kyoto University
 1980  Passed away

Love of science?

Love of people?



Memory of Prof. J. Curie

He was in all sense a teacher.

The happiness of my life is that I was given a

Gift to be taught by Prof. J. Curie.



Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!


